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Sufticient conditions for asymptotic stability of the solutions of a linear singularly 
perturbed system of differential equations with unbounded delay have been found. 
Under the same conditions it is proved that for a locally Lipschitz initial function 
the initial value problem for the system degenerates regularly. ‘n 1991 Academic 

Press, Inc 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Singularly perturbed systems of differential equations are often used in 
the applications. In the last few decades the theory of singularly perturbed 
ordinary differential equations develops intensively. One of the principal 
problems of this theory is the finding of sufficient conditions for regular 
degeneration of the system, i.e., conditions under which the solutions of the 
initial value problem tend as ,u 40 to the solutions of the initial value 
problem for the corresponding degenerate system. (Here ,U is the perturbing 
parameter.) 

In some mathematical models the history of the process described is 
taken account of. Thus the problem of finding sufficient conditions for 
regular degeneration of a singularly perturbed system of differential equa- 
tions with retarding argument arises quite naturally. For systems with 
constant delay this problem was considered by A. Halanay [4], A. I. 
Klimushev [7,8], K. L. Cooke [ 11, and K. L. Cooke and K. R. Meyer 
[2]. Linear singularly perturbed systems with variable bounded delay were 
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considered by N. V. Stojanov and H. D. Voulov [ 161 and L. T. Magalhacs 
[ll-131. 

In the present paper sufficient conditions for asymptotic stability of the 
solutions of a linear singularly perturbed nonautonomous system with 
unbounded delay are found. Under the same conditions it is proved that 
for locally Lipschitz initial function the initial value problem for the system 
degenerates regularly. 

II. NOTATIONS: PHASE SPACE AND DEFINITIONS 

We shall denote the Euclidean norm by 1.1. If t‘ is a scalar function of 
a scalar argument t, denote by (d/dt) v its derivative, by zj its right 
derivative and by D+v, D + u, D-u, D _ u its Dini derivatives. Set v’(t) = 
D+v(r), 9+n(I)=max(lDtu(t)l, ID+u(t)j}, 9’v(t)=max{ID u(r)], 
lDpv(t)l} and %(t)=max(9+u(t), 9 v(t)}. If x is a vector-valued 
function of a scalar argument, set Dfx=col(D+xl, . . . . D+x,), 9+x = 
col(9+x,, 9+x,, . ..) 9+x,). D+x, D-x, Dm x, 9 X, and 9x are delined 
in the same way. Denote by f[zo, +a) the set of all functions 
gg C[z,,, 00) such that g(t) ,< t for t 3z, and g(r) -+ +cc as t + +co. Set 
x,(s) = x(t + s) and I= [to, + co), where t, is fixed. Let B be the linear 
space of the functions cp: (-co, 0] -+ RP provided with the seminorm jl./l 
and let B, be the space of the functions $: (-x, 0) + RP such that $ is 
continuous in [ -r, 0] and II/ ~~ E B, z > 0, where $,(s) = $( t + s) for s < 0. 
The space B is called admissible if for z 2 0 and $ E B, we have 

(13,) $,EBfor te[--r,O] 
(I$) $, is continuous in t with respect to I/. /I for t E [ -r, 0] 

a) Mll Ill/(O)1 c 1111/11 G K(z) suP--r<,<O IW)l + M(z) II$--,I13 
where M0 > 0 is a constant and K(s), M(s) are continuous functions. 

An admissible space B is said to have a fading memory if the functions 
K(s) and M(s) in (133) satisfy the condition: 

(Da) K(s)=K=const, M(s)+0 ass-+ +co. 

Assume, moreover, that 

(D,) for each s d 0 there exists a number M*(s) such that 

I&)l GM*(s) lld for cp E B. 

From [S, Lemma 2.41 it follows that under the conditions (B,k(f3,) the 
function M*(s) in (B,) can be chosen continuous, positive, and monotone 
decreasing. 
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An important example of a phase space satisfying conditions (Bi)-(l&) is 
the Banach space C, of the continuous functions cp: (- co, 0] + RP for 
which there exists the limit lim,, ~a; eys Iq(s)l, provided with the norm 
IId = supsGo eys Ids)l. 

Consider the initial value problem 

i(t) = UC x,), x,=cp~B, (1) 

where t > 0 E Z, L( t, rp) is a functional which is defined and continuous for 
(t, cp) E Ix B and linear on cp. From [S, Theorem 2.1, Lemma 3.1; 15, 
Theorems 2.1, 2.21 it is known that for any CJ b to, cp E B there exists a 
unique solution x(t) = X(G, cp)( t) of the initial value problem (1) defined for 
all t 3 g. 

DEFINITION. The trivial solution of (1) is called 

(tll) stable in RP if for any E > 0, (T E I there exists 6 = &a, E) > 0 such 
that Ix(a, q)(t)/ <E for t 2 (T, [Iv/l < 6; 

(tlz) uniformly stable in RP if in (a,) 6 does not depend on G; 
(~1~) equiasymptotically stable in RP if it is stable and there 

exist functions 6,=6,(o) and T= T(a, E) such that Ix(a, cp)(t)l <E for 
6 2 T(o, E), lldl < do(a); 

(IX~) uniformly asymptotically stable in RP if (clg) is valid and 
T(a, E) - (T does not depend on o; 

(as) exponentially stable in RP if there exist positive constants a, M, 
such that 

Ix(~, cp)(t)l GM, llvll ecz(rpo) (2) 

for t3aEZ. 

If in the above definition we replace Ix(a, cp)(t)l and RP respectively by 
~Ix~((T, cp)II and B, we obtain the respective definitions of stability in B. 
Since B is an admissible space with a fading memory, the notions of 
uniform asymptotic stability in B and RP are equivalent (see [S, 
Theorem 6.11). 

III. MAIN RESULTS 

Let 0 E I. Consider for t 2 0 the system 

i((t)=Lqt, x,, p)+A(t, p) Y(t) 

Pm = L’*‘(4 x,, PL) + CCC PL) Y(t) 
(3) 
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with initial conditions A’, = cp E B, Y(a) = )‘. E R”, where p E (c,, ,M,~]. 
X(t) E R”, Y(t) E R”, A and C are real matrices whose entries are functions 
of (t, p) E Ix co, P”1, L’“‘(A cp, p), v = 1. 2, are real vectors whose com- 
ponents are continuous functionals defined for (t, cp, p) E Ix B x [0, po] 
and linear on cp. In case that det C( t, 0) # 0 for t E I, the degenerate system 
corresponding to (3) (for ,D = 0) can be written in the more convenient 
form 

i(t) = [I,“’ -AC ‘L(“](t, x,, 0) 

y(t)= [ -C-‘P’](t, x,, 0) 

with initial condition x, = cp. 

(4) 

(5) 

We shall say that conditions (H) are satisfied if the following conditions 
hold: 

(Hl) The components of L(“)(f) cp, p), v= 1,2, A(t, p), C(t, ,u) are 
continuous for (t, cp, ,u) EZX B x [0, pO], C(t, 0) E C’(Z), and there exists a 
functiongey[t,, +co)andaconstantM,suchthatfor(t,rp,~)EIxBx 
[0, pO] the following inequalities hold 

(H2) There exist functions gEf[tO, + co) and p = p(p), the latter 
defined for p E [0, pO], such that p(p) -+ 0 as /A--+ 0 and the inequalities 

IA(4 P) - A(& 011 6 P(P), lC(4 PL) - C(t, O)l <P(P) 

I~“‘(& cp, p) - L’Yt, cp, 0)l d p(p) sup I&N, v=1,2 
R(r)-r<.T<O 

hold for any (t, ~,~)EZX Bx [0, po]. 

(H3) There exists a function g E y[t,, + co) and a positive constant 
M, such that for any function x: R’ + RP such that x, E B for t > to the 
estimate 

ID+Lc2)(t, Xf, p)I GM, sup (Ix(s)1 + Pw)l) 
g(r)<sCr 

holds for (t, cl) E Ix [0, po]. 

(H4) There exists a positive constant /? such that all eigenvalues 
A,(t), i= 1, 2, . . . . n of the matrix C(t, 0) satisfy the condition 

Re i,(t) < --fi for tel. 
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(H5) The zero solution of the degenerate system (4) is uniformly 
asymptotically stable in B. 

Since for g,, g*Ey[Ct,, +co) and g(t)=min{g,(t), g*(t)} we have 
gEf[tO, +co), we may assume that the function g in (Hl), (H2), and 
(H3) is the same. From condition (H4) it follows that ldet C(t, O)j > b” > 0 
and setting in (3) p= 0 we obtain the degenerate system (4) (5). Under the 
conditions (H4) and (Hl) the right-hand sides of the linear systems (3) and 
(4) are continuous for (t, cp) E Ix B. Then the initial value problems (3) 
X, = p, Y(a) = y, and (4) x, = cp have unique solutions respectively 
(X Y)(t) = (X Y)(o, cp, yo, cl)(f) and x(t) = -40, cp)(f), defined and 
continuous for t 2 0. 

The main result in the work is the following theorem. 

THEOREM 1. Let conditions (H) hold. 
Then the following assertions are valid: 

(i) There exists a positive number p, < p. such that for p E (0, pl) the 
zero solution of (3) is equiasymptotically stable in Bx R”. In the case of 
bounded delay; i.e., when the function t - g(t) is bounded, the zero solution 
of (3) is uniformly asymptotically stable. 

(ii) For any locally Lipschitz initial function cp E B and as p + 0 the 
solution (X, Y)(to, cp, yo, p)(t) of (3) tends to the solution (x, y)(t,, cp)(t) of 
(4), (5) uniformly with respect to (t, y,) E [to + 6, + 00) x {ZE R” : IzI 6 Q}, 
where 6 and Q are arbitrary positive constants. 

The proof of Theorem 1 is given in Section IV. 
In order to illustrate the role of condition (H) in Theorem 1, we shall 

consider several examples. If the estimate in condition (H4) is valid for 
each ZEZ but it is not uniform with respect to te Z, i.e., /I depends on t, then 
assertions (i) and (ii) are not valid which is seen from [6, Example E4]. 
The importance of condition (H2) is illustrated by [6, Examples El, E2]. 

EXAMPLE 1. The condition g(t) + +co as t + +co in (Hl) cannot be 
omitted. Consider the system 

k(t)= -X(t)+X(g(t))- Y(t), X,=cpEC, 

km = m(t)) - Y(t), Y(o) = y, E R’, 
(6) 

where g(t) < A = const for t > to. Choose a number 0 > max{ A, to} and set 
q(s) = y, for s < 0. Then Y(t) = y, for t > 0, hence the trivial solution of (6) 
is not asymptotically stable. 

EXAMPLE 2. In the case of bounded delay, i.e., when the function g(t) 
in condiiions (H) satisfies the inequality g(t) 3 t - h, h = const > 0, 



Theorem 1 shows that the zero solution of (3) is uniformly asymptotically 
stable for I E I and sufficiently small values of ~1 (see also [ 161). 

Consider system (6) for g(t) = t/2, t, > 0. It satisfies all conditions of 
Theorem 1, hence its zero solution is equiasymptotically stable for t > t,, 
and sufftciently small values of p. We shall prove that it is not uniformly 
asymptotically stable. Fix the number p > 0 and suppose that the last asser- 
tion is not true, i.e., that there exists a number 6 > 0 such that for any c > 0 
one can find a number N(E) > 0 such that 

for tZa+N(s), llq/l + lyol ~6, cat,). Set ~=6/8, a=t,+N(s), q(s)- 
y. = d/4. Hence 

I Y(o, cp, Y,, PP~)I <V. 

But on the other hand for t E [o, 201 the system is of the form 

k(t)= -X(t)+6/4- Y(t), X(o) = 6/4 

&)=6/4-Y(t), Y(0) = h/4 

which implies that Y(t) = 6/4 for t E [a, 201. 
This example shows that the condition of boundedness of the delay in 

[ 16, Theorem 1 ] is essential. 

EXAMPLE 3. The convergence in assertion (ii) of Theorem 1 depends on 
the choice of the initial function cp; i.e., the rate of convergence changes 
under small changes of the initial function. Consider the system 

T%?(t) = -X(t), x,=cpEC[-1,0] 

/d(t)= -Y(t)+X(t- l), 
(7) 

Y(0) = 0. 

Let E > 0 be fixed and let n be a positive integer. Set 

{ 
0, 

cp(s)=rp,(s)= ns+E 
SEC-l, -&/n-J 

2 SE [-E/n, 01. 

Integrate system (7) in the interval [0, 11. For its solutions X(cp,, p)(t) and 
Y(cp,, PL)(~) we have 

NV,, I) = x(44(f) = Eeer 

and for t= 1 the equality Y(cp,, p)(l)- y(cp,)(l)=pn(e-“lP”- 1) holds 
where x(rp,)(t) and y(cp,)(t) are solutions of the respective degenerate 
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system R(t) = -x(t), y(t) = x( t - l), x0 = (Pi. To complete the proof it suf- 
fices to note that Ilqnli 6 E for every n and pn(e-“‘p’” - 1) --f 0 nonuniformly 
with respect to n as ,u -+ 0. 

IV. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 

1. Proof of Some Auxiliary Assertions 

LEMMA 1. Let VE C[z,, t), z d +a~, z1 >z,, let 6 and q be constants. 
Moreover, let v’(t) 6 q for these values oft E [z,, z) which satisfy the condi- 
tions v(t) 2 6 and u(t) > u(s) for SE [z,, t]. 

Then for t E [z, , z) the following inequality holds 

u(t) < max(6, sup u(s)) +(t-z,)max{O, q}. (8) 
d c czo,~Il 

Proof (a) The case 6-O. Set C(t)=max{O, u(t)) for tE [z,,,z). The 
function u is continuous and nonnegative in the interval [z,, r). It is easy 
to check that t?‘(t)<max{O, q} if tE [z,, r) and $t)>U(s) for SE [z,, t). 
Then from [3, Lemma 1 ] it follows that for t E [z, , t) 

v(t) < max{O, sup u(s)} + (t -zi) max{O, q}. 
SE r=o.21i 

(b) The general case. Set w(t) = v(t) - 6 for t E [z,, r). The function 
w satisfies the conditions of Lemma 1 in the particular case in which the 
lemma was proved above. Hence for t E [z,, t) the inequality 

v(t)-6<max(O, sup v(s)-d}+(t-zl)max{O,q} 
SE C~O,~ll 

holds which is equivalent to (8). Lemma 1 is proved. 

LEMMA 2. Assume that v E C[z,, t) where z 6 +oo. Let q >O and 6 be 
constants such that for all values of t E [z,, T) satisfying the condition 
u(t) 3 6 the estimate v’(t) 6 -q holds. Moreover, let z2 + T< T, where 

T= q-’ max{O, u(zZ) - 6). 

Then v(t) d 6 for t l [zz + T, t). 

Proof If T= 0, then the assertion of Lemma 2 follows from the 
definition of the number T and Lemma 1. Let T> 0. If u(s) < 6 for some 
SE [zZ, z2 + T], from Lemma 1 (for z,, = z1 = s) it follows that v(t) < 6 for 
t E [s, z) 1 [zz + T, 5). Suppose that this is not true, i.e., that v(t) > 6 for all 
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tE [Z>, z> + T]. Then for the function n(t) = t:(f) + q(t - r2) we have 
u(zz) = v(zz) and w’(t) <O for tE [z2, zz + T]. From Lemma 1 it follows 
that VV(Z~ + T) 6 ~(3~) hence we obtain 

6 + qT< v(z? + T) + qT= w(;? + T) 6 M.(IJ = z’(J~) 

which contradicts the definition of T. Lemma 2 is proved. 

LEMMA 3. Let rEf[z,,, +%),f~C[o, +a) andf(t)>tftir t>O. Let 
c0 > 0 be a constant and let P be some subset qf c’[z,, + x1) such that ,for 
v E P and t 2 z,, the estimate v(t) < c,, holds. Moreover, let ,for 6 > 0 thefunc- 
tions ~(6) = ~(6, c,,, zO) >, z0 and K(6) = K(6, co, zO) > 0 be defined so that,for 
any function v E P and any value oft > r(6) satisfying the conditions v(t) 3 6, 
r(t)>z, andf(v(t))3v(s)for SE [r(t), t] the estimate v’(t)< -K(6) holds. 

Then there exists a function Z-(6) = r(6, co, zO) defined for 6 > 0 such thut 
for v E P and t 2 r(6) the estimate v(t) < 6 holds. 

Proof. Let 6 be an arbitrary number from the interval (0, co). By means 
of the numbers K= K(6, L’,,, z,,) and T = t(s, c,,, z,,) we shall define f(6). In 
virtue of the properties of the function f there exists a number a = ~(6, co) 
such that f(s) -s > a for s E [S, co]. Let N= N(6, cO) be a positive integer 
such that 6 + Nu 3 cO. From the properties of the function r it follows that 
a finite monotone increasing sequence of numbers t, = t,(6, cO, zO) (n = 0, 
1, 2, . ..) N) can be chosen so that t, = T and r(t) >, t,-, for t 3 t,, -u/K, 
n = 1, 2, . . . . IV. 

Set Z(6)= fN= t,(s, cO, zO). We shall show that v(t) < 6 for t > t, and 
VE P. For this purpose it suffices to prove that for n =O, 1, 2, . . . . N, v E P, 
and t >, t, the inequality 

v(t)<h+(N-n)a 

holds. We shall prove the above assertion by induction on n. For n = 0 the 
assertion follows from the definition of N and the inequality v(t) < c,, for 
v E P. 

Assume that the assertion holds for some n < N, i.e., v(s) d 6 + (N- n)a 
forsatt,, VEP. Let VEP, tat,,, -a/K, and v(t)as+(N-n-1)~. Then 
the inequalities t 2 r(t) 2 t, 2 T, v(t) 2 6, and f(v(t))>v(t)+aL 
s+(N-n)a>v(s) hold for SE [r(t), t], hence v’(t)< -K. From Lemma2 
it follows that v(t) 6 6 + a(& - n - 1) for t 3 t, + I - a/K + T, , where 

T, = K-’ max{O, v(z,+~ -a/K)-6-(N-n- l)a}. 

The inequalities t, + I -a/K>r(t,+,-a/K)>t, and v(t,+,-a/K)b6+ 
(N-n)ashowthat T,<a/K.Hencev(t)<&N-n-l)afort>t,+,, VEP. 

This completes the proof of Lemma 3. 
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Remark 1. If r(t) 2 t-h and the numbers ~(6, co, z,,-z0 and 
K(6, c,,, zO) in the conditions of Lemma 3 do not depend on zO, then the 
number r(6, cO, zO) -zO does not depend on z0 too because in this case 
fn=t,,-1 + h + a/K, n = 1, 2, 3, . . . . N and f(6, c,,z,)-z,=N(h+a/K). 

We shall note that the proofs of Lemmas 2 and 3 have been inspired by 
[3,9] with regard to certain ideas. 

Next lemmas follow from the properties of lim sup and lim inf. 

LEMMA 4. For the scalar functions f and g we have: 

(a) limsup(f(t)+g(t))dlimsupf(t)+limsupg(t), 
r-S+ I+S+ t-.7+ 

lim sup I f(t).g(t)( <lim sup 1 f(t)1 .lim sup Ig(t)l. 
I+S+ I’S+ t-s+ 

(b) If 9+f(s) < +co, then f(t) --f f(s) as t + s+. 

(cl limsupIf(s+h)-f(s)l/h=g+f(s). 
h-O+ 

(d) Lf g+f(s)< + cc and 9+g(s)< +oo, then 

Zf 9+f(s)< +GO, f(s)=0 and g(t)+g(s) as t-+s+, then 9+(fg)(s)< 
I&)l g+f(s). 

Proof: The assertions (a) and (b) are trivial. Assertion (c) follows from 
the equality lim sup I f(t)1 =max{llimsupf(t)l, lliminff(t)l} and asser- 
tion (d) follows from (a), (b), (c), and the triangle inequality. 

LEMMA 5. Let f; g,, and g, be continuous scalar functions such that 
gl(t)<D+f(t)6 gAt)for tE (a, b). 

Then D+f(t), D-f(t), Dpf(t)E [g,(t), g2(t)lfor tE(a, b). 
Proof There exists a smooth function G, defined for t E (a, 6) such that 

e,(t)= gI(t). The function F, = f -G, satisfies the estimate D+F,(t)2 
D+f(t) - gl(t) 20 for t E (a, b). From [14, Appendix 1, Corollary 2.41 it 
follows that the derivatives D, F,(t), D-F,(t), and D_ F,(t) are also non- 
negative. Hence D + f(t) 2 g,(t) since 

O<D+F,(t)dD+f(t)+D+(-G,)(t)=D+f(t)-g,(t). 

The inequalities Dp f(t)ag,(t), D-f(t)kg,(t), D, f(t)<gJt), D-f(t)< 
g*(t), and Dp f(t) < gz(t) are proved in the same way. 

COROLLARY 1. Let the functions f and g be continuous for t E (a, b), 
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g(t)E R,f‘(t)~ R”. Then the estimute iD’,f’(t)l < g(t)JOr all tE (a. h) irnplie.~ 
IW(f)l d s(t) J;;. 

LEMMA 6. Let the numbers p, c, d, r he positive and let u, h be non- 
negative numbers such that u + h > r. 

Then, ifp satisfies the condition 

i 

2 I 
’ ’ PO = mm 

(r/d)’ -- 
3$ (jr’ &,2 + &(,.,d) I 

the inequality a2 + b2p ~ ’ 2 bc(a + b + d) holds. 
If r B 3d, then p. = min(2/3c2, 1/6c}. 

Proof. For p < 2/( 3c2) the inequalities u2/2 + b2/( 3p) 2 a2/2 + b2c2/2 3 
abc and for p Q 1/(6c) the inequality b2/(6p) > b2c is fulfilled. In order to 
complete the proof of Lemma 6, it suffices to show that for p < (r/d)2/ 
(8c2 + 4c(r/d)) the estimate a’/2 + b2/(2p) B bed holds. For a2 2 2bcd the 
above inequality is obvious. On the other hand, for a2 < 2bcd the inequality 
a + b >, Y implies the estimates 

2r2 < 4b2 + 4a2 < 4b2 + 8bcd = (2b + 2cd)2 - 4c2d2. 

In such a case the inequalities 

b 
2cd’ 

-2cd+ J’m (rl42 
4cd ’ 8c2 + 4c(r/d) 

are fulfilled which imply b2 > 2bcdp for p < (r/d)‘/( 8c2 + 4c( r/d)). 
This completes the proof of Lemma 6. 

2. Construction of a Functional of Lyapunov-Krasovskii Type 

From conditions (Hl) and (H4) it follows that the functional 
[L”’ - AC- ’ L’*‘]( t, cp, 0) is continuous for (t, cp) E I x B and linear on cp. 
Hence, from [ 15, condition E5, Theorem 3.21 it follows that the solution 
~(0, q)(t) of the initial value problem (4), x, = cp satisfies estimate (2) for 
some M, > 0 and c1 >O. By [ 15, Theorem 3.31 there exists a continuous 
functional 

ptc cp) = SUP IIxt+A4 cp)II ecrai2 
S20 

defined for (t, cp) E Ix B such that for V(t, cp) = [ V((t, q)12 the following 
estimates are valid 

IId Vf, ‘p)Gb, II’pl12 

IVt, VI)- Vt, (~211 <b,(llcp,II + llv2ll) Ilv, -(~2ll 

V;4j(fy cp)G --al Ilcp11*~ 

(9) 

where a, and 6, are positive constants. 
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From conditions (Hl), (H5), and [ 10, Lemma 2.41 it follows that 

where R. is a positive constant depending only on /I and M, and the 
matrix ‘C is transposed to C. 

Consider the linear autonomous system Z(s) = C(t, 0) Z(s) and denote 
its solution through (0, q) by Z(s, t, q). It is known that Z(s, t, q) = ec(“o)“q 
and 

$ Z@, f, ?) = eC”.O’” . IS e-C”m’ 
0 

f C(t, 0) eC(‘vo)r dz . v]. 

Set W’(t, q) = s: IZ(s, t, ?)I’ ds. By means of (10) in a standard way it is 
proved that W( t, q): Ix R” + R is continuous, has partial derivatives with 
respect to all its arguments, and satisfies the conditions 

where a, and b2 are positive constants depending only on /I and M,. For 
(t, cp, $) E Ix B x R” we set U( t, cp, 1+9) = V(t, cp) + W(t, tj). The functional U 
is continuous and satisfies the estimates 

a:(llrpll + lW2< WC cp, tiKb:(llcpII + l$l)‘. (12) 

3. Proof of Assertion (i) of Theorem 1 

From conditions (Hl ), (H2), (H4), and Lemma 5 it follows that there 
exists a constant b, such that for (t, cl) E Ix [0, po] the following 
inequalities hold 

IC-‘(G PU)I db,, P+C-‘(t, p)I <bq. (13) 

Set L=max{l,M,,M,,M,,M~‘,b,,b,,b,,b,}, m=min(l,M,,a,, 
a2, a3 }. There exists a number ~~ > to such that g(t) > to for t 2 co. For 
r~a,setG(t)=inf,(,,...,g (s). Since GE f[oo, + co), then for each r~ 2 to 
there exists a number ,E = z(a) such that G(t) > c for t > ,X. 

Let p E (0, po) and 0 > to. The solution (X, Y)(a, cp, y,, p) of the initial 
value problem (3), X, = cp, Y(o) = y, we shall estimate in two steps. 

For t E [o, C], integrating system (3) over the interval [a, t], in view of 
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conditions ( 13,)P(13,) and (H 1) we obtain the following estimates of .k 
and Y 

IX(t)l6M,’ Il~ll+tL(C~+ 1) l”(llXjll+lY(j~)l)dj. .” 

Iy(t)l 6 Il’0l +b ‘(Co+ 1) 1’ (Ilxill + I W)l “0 
where Co > supJ E t,, =, M*( g(s) - s). 

Then from condition (b2) it follows that for t E [a, C] 

IWII d CK?Nf - 0) + M(t- a)1 lldl 

+~(ra)L(C,+l)j’(llX;lflY(i)l) CT 

di., 

iii.. 

Since the functions 11X,//, I Y( t)l, K( t - a), and M(t - a) are continuous for 
t E [o, C], using Gronwall’s inequality we obtain 

IlXlll + I Vt)l G C,(llcpll + IYOO (14) 

for TV [o,LJ, where C, = C,(p, 0) = (M;‘k + I%? + l)exp[L(C, + 1) 
(pp’+@(Z-a)], ~=max,.to.z~~, K(s), fi=max,~ECo,zPo,M(S). 

Remark 2. Note that in the case of bounded delay, i.e., g(t) 3 t - h, 
where h > 0 is a constant, the numbers C, and C, do not depend on d since 
C= 0 + 2h and C, = M*( -A) because the function M* is monotone 
decreasing. 

In order to estimate llXlll and I Y(t)1 for t > C, we shall use the functional 
U(h cp, $1. 

(15) 

where x(t) = x(a, q)(t) is the solution of the initial value problem (4), 
x, = cp. From equalities (15) and inequalities (B,), (2) and (14) we deduce 
that 

llt,ll + Iv(t)l G C*(lld + lvol) (16) 

for t E [o, C], where C, depends on L, Co, and C, 
On the other hand, equalities (3), (4), and (15) show that the functions 

t; and q satisfy the conditions 

to, P) = CL”’ -AC-- 1L(2)l(4 5,, p) + A(?, p) v(t, p) 
+ [L”’ -AC ‘Lc2’](t, x,, p) - CL”‘- AC’L’*‘](t, x,, 0), 

D+v(c PL) = C(c PL)V(L PL) c1-’ + D+ CC-‘(c P) L’2’(4 x,, P)l, (17) 

D, vl(c cl)= C(t, PL) ~(2, P) K' + D, CC-'(2, P) L'*'(t, X,, p)] 
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for t > CJ. Consider the functions 

U’(f) = Ul(% cp, yo, P)(f) = vt, (t), 
U*(f) = u*(ch cp> Yo, P)(f) = wt, vr(t)), (18) 

u(t) = u,(r) + u*(t). 

We shall estimate their right derivatives. Let t > G. Denote by Z(s) the solu- 
tion of the initial value problem (4) Z, = l,. By (9) and (t3,) and Lemma 4 
we obtain that for t > u 

u~(t)~limsupCV(t+h,5,+h)-~(~+~,Z,+h)l/h 
h+O+ 

+limsup[V(t+h,Z,+h)-V(t,Z,)]/h 
h+O+ 

,<2LW) ll4,ll l&c pL)--i(t)I -m ll~,11* 

since lim sup h-O+ supst(O,h] If(s)1 =lim suph+Ot If(h)1 for any vector- 
valued function f defined for h > 0. Then from (4) (17) (13), and condi- 
tions (Hl ), (H2) it follows that 

o;(t) G --m l15rl12 + 2LW) Ilt,ll{L Ir(t)l 

+ (I+ 3L2) P(PL)( sup I&)l + sup Ix(s)1 ,>. (19) 
SE Cg(t),tl SE CdfLfl 

Let t>o be a number such that ~up~~~~(~),,, ISX(a, cp, y,, p)(s)1 < 00. 
Then from inequalities (13) condition (H3), and Lemmas 4 and 5 it 
follows that 

I~‘CCp’(t, PI L’2’(4 x,, cl)11 G 2 J;; L* sup (/X(s)l + I9‘c)l) (20) 
.SE Cn(r),rl 

and, by (17) I9+q(t)l < +co. Hence 

u;(t) G w,(t, q(t)) + lim supCW6 vl(t + h)) - Wf, rl(t))llh 
h-O+ 

G w,(t, v(t)) + lim sup(Crl(t + h) - yl(f)llk 
h-O+ 

w,tt, v(t) + W)Cl?(t + h) - rl(t)l)) 

= Wk r](t)) + lim sup(Crl(t + 4 - v(Ollk KJt, v(t))) (21) 
h-O+ 

and for A> t set i(A) = da, v, Y,, P)(A) - Wt, PL) da, cp, Y,, p)(t) p-l. 

409;155,2-2 
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Then from (17) we obtain that 

By Lemma 4 and inequality (20) we have 

limsup(C9(t+h)~ul(r)llh~C(t,~)rl(r)~l ‘, w,(f, rl(t))) 
h-cl’ 

= lim sup(CS(t + h) - i(t) w&t, 4(t))) /I-0+ 
6 I9 ‘i(f)I I WJC rl(r))l 
a&L3 Ivr(f)l sup (IX(s)1 + IBJ&s)l). 

SE C,dO.~l 
(22) 

From relations ( 1 1 ), in view of condition (H2), we deduce the inequality 

(C(c PI v(t) P-l> w,cc v(t))) G -cm -LP(PL)) Irl(r)12 K’. (23) 

Combining estimates (21), (22), and (23) we see that for all values of t 3 (T 
such that sups6 In(r),rl laX( < a3 the following inequality holds 

4(t)G -h-JMPL)W IrlU)12+L Ma* 

+ 2 & L3 Iv(t)l sup (IW)l + I~W)l). 
SE rn(rLrl 

(24) 

Now let t B C. Then r~ < G(t) 6 g(t) and from equalities (3), (15), condition 
(Hl), and Lemma 5 it follows that 

sup (W(s)/ + I~J+)l) 6 M‘4 SUP (It( + Ix(s)l + Irlb)l), 
SE Cg(f),rl SE CG(r),tl 

where the number M, depends only on L. 
Hence from estimates (19), (24), and (2) we obtain that for t >C the 

following inequality holds 

u’(t) G - m llt,ll* - (m - O(P)) P ’ lv(f)l* 

+ M5 ll5,ll P(P) sup lltsll + M, Ir(t)l{ ll<,ll 
SE CG(O.rl 

+ sup (ll5,ll + Ids)l)+ llqll exp(-4G(t)-o))), (25) 
SE CG(O.rl 

where the constant M, depends only on L, K(O), p, and n. We shall note 
that there exists a positive number pL1 E (0, ,u~) such that Lp(p) <m/2 and 
m-‘LM, $ p(p) <m/2 for p E (0, pr). With every positive number 6 we 
associate the set P(6) consisting of all functions IJ defined by (18) such that 
llqll + J y,l < 6. Let 6 and a be positive numbers and p E (0, p,). For any 
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t 2 z and v E P(d) satisfying the condition 2v(t) 2 u(s) for s E [G(t), t], from 
(25) and (12) there follows the estimate 

u’(t)< --m IIttl12/2--~~’ Mt)l*/2 

+ Mb Mt)l{ 115,ll + Irl(t)l + llvll expC -dG(t) - a)l>, (26) 

where the number M, depends only on M,, L, and m. 
Let, moreover, the condition v(t) 3 a be fulfilled. Then from inequalities 

(12) and (26) it follows, by Lemma 6, that for 

and 6 exp[ - cc(G( t) - o)] < &/(3L) the following inequalities hold 

(27) 

Now fix the number p E (0, p2). We shall prove that the zero solution 
of (3) is equiasymptotically stable. First we shall show that it is stable. 
Let OEZ and s>O. Set el=c1(c)=3m&/(4L2+7) and 6=&c,(~)= 
min(~,lW), MLC2), &ICI}, h w ere the numbers C, and C, are the same 
as in (14) and (16). Let llqll + lyO] 6 6. We shall verify that for any t B 0 
the inequality l]XJ + I Y(t)1 GE holds. For t E [a, C] from (12) and (16) it 
follows that u(t) < L*C :6* < E:. Combining this estimate and inequalities 
(27) for a=&:, p E (0, p2), 6 <s,/(3L), we obtain, by Lemma 1, the 
inequality 

m2(llttll + lvl(tN)* 6 v(t) GE: for tku 

which, together with (15) and (2), yields 

IlX,I/ 6 ll5,ll + Ilx,lI 6 &Jm + Ld G WW) for t2o 

and 

I Y(t)1 d Irl(t)l + L2 sup IWII d El/m + 4h L*/W) 
SE Cn(thrl 

for t22. Hence IlX,ll + IY(t)l d(4L2+7)c,/(3m)=e for tZC, which, 
together with (14), yields (IX,II + I Y(t)/ < E for t > c, hence the zero solution 
of (3) is stable. In the case of bounded delay, i.e., when g(t) > t-h, 
h = const, the stability is uniform on awl, because in this case, by 
Remark 2, the numbers C, and C2 do not depend on 6. 

To complete the proof of assertion (i) we shall apply Lemma 3. Let 
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a>t,. Set 6,=min{1/(3L), 1/(LC2)}. For L’EP(G”) and 23~ we have 
v(t) d 1. Since G(t) + +cl; as t + +a, for any a > 0 there exists a number 
i.(a)=i(u,fl)>Z such that G(r)aa+a ’ In(3Lb,,jV/u) for r 3 3.((r). Then 
from estimate (27) it follows that Lemma 3 can be applied to the set 
P=P(6,) for zO=c‘, r(t)=G(r), ,f‘(r)=2t, co= 1, r(a)=i(u) and K(U)= 
ma/(8L*). By Lemma 3 there exists a function I = I‘(rr, 1, 0) defined for 
a > 0 such that for v E P(b,) and t 3 f(a) the inequality v(t) < c1 holds. 

Let E be an arbitrary positive number. Set a? = c/(2L3 + 2), Q, = 
Q,(G 0) = e*4, 1, a) and Q2=o+a ’ ln(LG,/e,). For r> Q, and 
11~11 + Iv01 <6,, from (12) and (18) it follows that Il~,ii + Iv(t)1 <Ed. On 
the other hand, inequality (2) shows that for t 3 Q2 and (1~11 6 6, the 
estimate l/xlII <L lIqI/ eC”” a) 6 a2 holds. Moreover, there exists a number 
Q3 = Q3(.s, a) such that t 3 g(t) >max{Q,, Q2} for t 3 Q3. Hence for 
llqll + lyOl < 6, and t > Q3(c, a) the following inequalities are satisfied 

L-’ INt)l 6 IIX,/I d llttll + Ib,lI 6% 

I Y(t)1 G Iv(t)l + L2 sup IX(s)1 6 (2L7 + 1) E* 
.ht Cu(r),tl 

which imply the inequality 11X,1/ + I Y( t)l d E; i.e., the zero solution of (3) is 
equiasymptotically stable. In the case of bounded delay when g(t) 3 t - h, 
h = const, we have C - g = 2h, 

i(a) - 0 = 2h + c( ~ ’ ln( 3L6,/&), 

where 6, does not depend on (T. By Remark 1 the numbers r(u, 1, a) - c 
and Q~(E, a) - cr do not depend on (T. In such a case the zero solution 
of (3) is uniformly asymptotically stable since Q3(.s, a)-a= h + 
max{Q, -0, Q2-CJ} does not depend on c. 

This completes the proof of assertion (i). 

4. Proof of Assertion (ii) of Theorem 1 

There exists a number r0 such that g(r) 2 to for t > zO. Choose the num- 
ber b in such a way that t, - b d g(t) for t E [to, to]. Then for g(z) < to < t 
we obtain g(t) - t, E C-b, 01. Since the function cp satisfies the Lipschitz 
condition in the interval C-b, 01, there exists a number L, = L,(q) such 
that 

L2 llqll dL, and Ids)l bL,, Pw)l G L, (28) 

for s E [ - 6, 01. By means of equalities (15) we again introduce the func- 
tions t(t) = <(yO, p)(t) and q(t) = r](y,, p)(f), where the number ~1 E (0, pO) 
and the vector y, E R” are parameters. Note that in (15) the dependence on 
y, and cp is omitted. Let Q, h, and E be arbitrary positive numbers. We 
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shall prove that there exists a number p3 = pL3((p, Q, h,, E) E (0, p,,) such 
that for 1 y,l 6 Q, p E (0, p3) the following inequalities are valid 

/5(h PL)(f)l 6 E for t>t, 

Ieb PL)(f)l 6 8 for tat,+h,. 
(29) 

Then assertion (ii) of Theorem 1 follows immediately from (29) in view of 
equalities (15) (5), condition (H2) and estimates (2) and (13). 

First note that l(s) = 0 for s d t, and L&L) d m/2 for ,D E (0, pr). Then 
from inequalities (19) and (24), in view of equalities (3) and (15), condition 
(Hl), Lemma 5, and estimates (2) and (28) we obtain that for ALE (0, p,) 
and t z t, the following inequalities are valid 

u;(t)e -; Irl(~)l*+~, Is(t + sup (It( + I?b)l)) 
.sECrO>ll 

(30) 

u’(t)< -; IIW~ IrW12+w7 IWl{l + sup (l5b)l+ Mm}> 
SE [r&r] 

(31) 

where M, and M, are positive constants depending only on L and L, . 
Since <,,=O, from estimates (9) (12), and (28) it follows that 

4h k4(fd = ~,h PI(~) G L* IRMA G L*UY~I + L*w* G 42 (32) 

for lyol d Q, where q = L(Q + L’L,). 
On the other hand, for any t 3 to satisfying the conditions 

Go, /r)(f) 2 q* and u(h, ~u)(d > uh P)(S) for s E CL tl, from 
inequalities (31) and (12) it follows that 

L94, 
u’(y,, p)(t)< -; IIW; Irl(t)12+- Iv(t)l{l+ ll4tll + MaI 

and by Lemma 6 there exists y, = yl(q) d ,u, such that for p 6 y, we have 
u’(yO, p)(t) ~0. Then from Lemma 1 it follows that for t > t,, p < y,, 
lyol 6 Q we have u(.Y,, p)(t) < q* and 

SKYE, ~L)(r)l + I~Y~, ~L)(t)l d Wm. (33) 

Since [(yO, p)(s) =0 for s< t,, from equality (17), estimates (2), (13), 
(33), and condition (Hl), by Lemma 5 we obtain that I(d/dr) 
(ItJ(y,,, p)(t)l*)l <F, for t> t,, where the constant F, depends only on L, 
L,, m, and Q. 
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Set h, =min{h,, m’&‘/(4F,L’). From the finite increment theorem it 
follows that for TV [to, t”+h,], p<y,, Iyol <Q we have 

15(?h p)(f)1 6 fW(2L). 

On the other hand, inequalities (30) and (33) show that 

134) 

u;(r) d --m lr(f)12/(2~) + F2 (35) 

for f>f,, PRY,, lh < Q, where the numbers y, and F, depend only on 
L, m, and Q. 

Set N, = max{O, 4L2q2 -m4tz2)/(4L2h1) and ‘Jo =mSc2/[8L4(N, + E;)]. 
For p d min {rl, y2} and 1 yOl < Q from inequalities (35) and the definition 
of y2 it follows that for each t b to which satisfies the condition t12(t) 3 
m4E2/(4L2) the estimate u;(t) 6 -N, holds. Then, by Lemma 2 and the 
definition of the number N, , we obtain u,(t, + h, ) < m4c2/(4L2), whence it 
follows that 

14boT CL)(~ + A, )I d 4W) (36) 

for PLmin{y,,y,} and 1.~~1 <Q. From (34), (36), and (12) we deduce the 
inequality 

u(y0, p)(lo + h,) 6 m2c2. (37) 

For any t > t, + h, such that u(y,, p)(t) 2 m2E2 from inequalities ( 12), 
(31), and (33) it follows that u’( y,, p)(t) < 0 for p d y3, where by Lemma 6 
the number y3 >O depends only on m, L, L,, Q, and E. Then from 
Lemma 1 and inequality (37) for t> t,+h,, lyOl <Q, ALPS = 
min{y,, y2, y3} it follows that ~(y~,p)(t)<rn~&~ and in view of (12) and 
(36) we obtain the inequality (29) since h, <A,. Theorem 1 is proved. 
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